
Core Curriculum

In modern times, we are increasingly confronted with complex social and ecological

issues such as global climate disruption, systemic injustice, and a growing culture of

isolation, alienation, and consumerism. Traditional academic and career pathways do

not adequately equip young adults with the skills they need to live purposefully and to

respond creatively to the growing complexity of our shared world. The Rising Earth

residential program at The Eco-Institute arose in response to that call, providing a

framework and practice for responding to interwoven societal systems in an effective,

creative, and whole-hearted manner.



Overview
Rising Earth participants learn, grow,

and transform through their

connection to the land, their

connection to community, and a

deepening experience of themselves.

Each week features a balance of nature

immersion, workshops, experiential

classes, community activities and

projects.

In addition to the steady, daily presence of  

core facilitators, our network of expert

teachers, instructors, and community

leaders facilitate classes on a range of

topics. Each participant is also paired with

a mentor for additional one-on-one

enrichment throughout the program.

Over 10 weeks of community living, Rising

Earth participants build concrete leadership

skills for contributing to a more just and

resilient future. They engage in holistic

curriculum based around the transformative

potential of permaculture. The schedule is

designed to help us find balance through a

healthy blend of work, learning, play, and

rest. A variety of techniques and modalities

are used to ensure that learning is relevant,

responsive, and embodied. 

 

Workshops and classes will be offered in

various formats: series with regularly

weekly or bi-weekly schedules, one-time

doses of expert knowledge from guest

lecturers, and weekend programming which

will be open to the greater Eco-Institute

community. In this way you will be learning

and working alongside community

members from all walks of life, not just

those in your cohort.



What is
Perma-
culture?
The ecologically-inspired design

system of permaculture provides an

accessible framework for

reconnection, redirection, and

making a positive impact in the

world. Basing human design on

ecological principles found

universally in nature—such as

minimizing waste, valuing diversity,

and creatively responding to change

—permaculture serves as a resilience-

based guide not only for how to build

a fruitful garden, but also for how to

live fruitfully on this planet.

 

The practices of permaculture are said to go

beyond sustainability into the design of

systems that are actually regenerative, or net

positive in impact. Though many of its

practices have been employed by land based

cultures for millennia—like companion

planting, creating integrated irrigation

systems, seed-saving, etc.—the term was

coined and made popular by Bill Mollison

and David Holmgren in the latter half of the

20th century. Permaculture is currently

gaining traction as a global movement not

only for ecological restoration but also for

human design.

 

Another way to think about permaculture is

permanent + culture. Think about some of

the things you do every day: taking a

shower, driving a car, cooking and buying

food, tossing something in the trash. Which

activities are premised on an idea that Life

on Earth is temporary, and which are based

on the idea that Life can be sustained on this

planet for a long, long time?



Learning Outcomes

The Rising Earth curriculum is centered around three realms of learning:

Human Connection, Earth Connection, and Inner Connection, each of which

features three modules.

Food Traditions: How we feed ourselves is one of the primary ways we relate with the

Earth and ecological systems. Throughout history, our ancestors have held various aspects of

this relationship as sacred.

One-on-One Mentorship: There is a unique opportunity for learning between two people,

especially when one is further along on their life path. Restoring intergenerational

relationships enriches learning throughout the community.

Nature Immersion: One of the primary tasks of the 21st century is re-building the broken

bonds between humanity and the rest of the Earth Community. Each morning, when we rise,

we spend our first few moments in silent awareness and appreciation of the natural world.

Bridging the realms of learning are three rhythms—consistent practices that

support each individual throughout the program:



Of Water and the Spirit, Malidoma Patrice

Somé (1994)

Wild Mind: A Field Guide to the Human

Psyche, Bill Plotkin (2013)

"Listening to Natural Law" by Chief

Oren-Lyons, "The Greening of the Self"

by Joanna Macy, and other selections

from Spiritual Ecology: The Cry of the

Earth by Llewellyn Vaughn-Lee (2013)

Climate: A New Story, Charles Eisenstein

(2018)

Emergent Strategy: Shaping Change,

Changing Worlds, adrienne marie brown

(2017)

Selections from The More Beautiful World

Our Hearts Know is Possible, Charles

Eisenstein (2013)

Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom,

Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of

Plants, Robin Wall-Kimmerer (2013)

Selections from An Indigenous Peoples'

History of the United States, Roxanne

Dunbar-Ortiz (2014)

PROGRAMMATIC PARTNERSHIPSGUIDING TEXTS



Human
Connection
The community container is one of the

foundations of the Rising Earth program.

This setting allows for a transformational

experience that only a consciously-held,

close community can provide.

HUMAN CONNECTION MODULES:

Social & Economic Activism

The well-being of our planet as a whole

living system requires that we reconsider

the various institutions that structure our

lives—social, economic, historical, and

political—and the ways in which these

systems perpetuate themselves. Once we

understand how these systems function we

can participate in changing them for the

better.

Collaborative Leadership

The Rising Earth community is

cooperative; the health of our community

depends on the health of each member

and the relationships between them. By

practicing the arts of participatory

governance, consensus, and sociocracy, we

honor all voices on the way to harmonious

solutions.

Conscious Communication

Learning to clearly and compassionately

communicate is a lifelong skill, one that

takes both courage and vulnerability. Deep

listening and authentic speech are vital

tools for civic livelihood and healthy

relationships.



Full and regular participation in

the governance of the group as a

whole

History lessons on social

movements worldwide, the

archetypes of activism, Buddhist

economics, and alternative

economies

Nonviolent Communication

training

Facilitated conversations about

power, privilege, oppression, and

other  institutions that construct

our social realities and the

challenges they present for our

planet’s well-being

A Collaborative Activism Project,

determined and carried out by the

group from start to finish

WHAT YOU WILL GAIN:

An expanded understanding of the

relationship between self interest

and the interest of the whole

An opportunity to weigh the

benefits and challenges of

collaborative approaches to

decision-making and governance

A willingness to step into

vulnerability to reach empathy and

connection with others

An increased capacity for seeing

and understanding viewpoints that

are different from your own

Alternative ideas for how to

participate in an industrialized

economy

Practice with holding ceremony

and sacred space

YOU WILL CULTIVATE HUMAN

CONNECTION THROUGH:



Earth
Connection
Every one of us is in lasting

relationship with the ecosystems we

are embedded in, and we are all

invited to see ourselves as a living

part of a living, intelligent whole.

 
EARTH CONNECTION MODULES:

Spiritual Ecology

Consciousness pervades all forms of

existence: cells, organisms, soil,

waterways. When we recognize the

animacy of the natural world, we begin

to see that it’s all connected, and that

we’re each given the opportunity to wake

up into conscious living for the sake of

all beings.

Tending the Land

Caring for a piece of land is a

transformative experience, and

understanding its functions and systems

only deepens that power. Stewarding the

Eco-Institute Farm while participating in

a Permaculture Foundations course

teaches the whole-systems framework

underlying all we do at Rising Earth.

Homestead Skills

 Industrialized food and housing systems

have distanced us from a true sense of

home. Fermenting, herbalism, natural

building, mushroom foraging, and seed-

saving are just a few of the practices we

engage in to explore how to mend the

broken bonds between humanity and our

ecological home.



Embodied learning about the land

that hosts the Eco-Institute, its

history, its current residents, its

functions and systems

Tending to a thriving organic

garden, learning the methods of

planting, growing, and harvesting

sustainably and in community

Collaboratively creating meals

from scratch using the fruits of the

group’s harvest

Exploring the teachings of

spiritual ecology: the philosophers,

authors, and climate advocates

who welcome us into a deeper

relationship with the natural world

Community-wide workshops that

teach seed-saving, fermenting,

herbalism, natural building,

mushroom foraging, and/or farm-

to-table culinary arts

A Permaculture Foundations

Certificate (an internationally-

recognized degree)

A deeper and more expansive

relationship with nature

Skills for applying the principles

of permaculture to future

agricultural or cultural projects,

including human design

An increased ability to participate

in food systems in restorative,

nonviolent ways

Inspiration for creative ways of

transforming the human-Earth

relationship for the better

YOU WILL CULTIVATE EARTH

CONNECTION THROUGH:

WHAT YOU WILL GAIN:



Inner
Connection
At the heart of the Rising Earth Immersion is

YOU. Your own path of adventuresome self-

discovery and purpose-discovery—of finding

your way toward your most authentic place in

the world—forms the basis of your future

work toward ecological and social healing in

the world.

INNER CONNECTION MODULES:

  Somatic Self-Care

“Soma” means body in Greek; somatics is

the internal experience of being in a

body. In guided and ultimately self-

guided yoga, dance, and other movement

practices, we develop depth in our

capacity to sense ourselves, one another,

and life around us.

  Emotional Literacy

Self-care prepares us for community

care.When we apply permaculture theory

to our emotional landscape, we see that

the compost heap is just as valuable as

the fruits of the garden. Learning to be at

home in our emotional realities allows us

to honor the hearts of others.

Life-Path Navigation

Early adulthood invites us into the

journey of discovering our most

authentic place in the world. As we begin

to uncover our truest gifts and offerings,

our deeper sense of purpose becomes a

source of guidance throughout our lives.



Breath, yoga, dance, and other

regular body practices that

develop somatic awareness

A reframing of work as a spiritual

path and a vehicle for economic

systems change

Weekly INploration class with

Simon—a participant favorite

since 2015!

A weekend intensive with Animas

Valley Institute that explores the

"Nature-Based Map of the Human

Psyche"

A supported, cumulative, full-day

wilderness Solo Quest near the end

of the program

Writing, art, and journaling rituals

Space and time in a dedicated

Earth Sanctuary for rest and

regeneration

A deepened ability to sense

yourself, those around you, and

life around us all

An increased awareness of your

unique gifts, your vision for the

world, your core powers, and some

of your potential next steps

A deeper relationship with the

different facets of your psyche

Tools for supporting your own

healing and growth—physically,

emotionally, spiritually, and

otherwise

An increased capacity for accessing

your deepest wisdom and

wholeness

Resilience and respond-ability to

the unique adventure of your life’s

path

WHAT YOU WILL GAIN:

YOU WILL CULTIVATE INNER

CONNECTION THROUGH:



Life on the Farm

The host site of the Rising Earth Immersion is The Eco-Institute at Pickards

Mountain, an educational non-profit established as a Learning Community

and Earth Sanctuary in 2005. The Eco-Institute is situated on 38 acres in the

Piedmont Region of North Carolina, eight miles west of Chapel Hill.

 

Over the years, EIPM has hosted summer camps, field trips, seasonal

celebrations, farm-to-table dinners, permaculture education courses, workshops

of all sorts, regular yoga classes, and restorative retreats. The Eco-Institute's

guiding principles derive from Thomas Berry, E.F. Schumacher, Richard Louv,

and Joanna Macy, who seek to establish a “mutually enhancing relationship

between humans and the Earth.”



Leadership Community
The Fall 2019 session of The Rising Earth Immersion will be led by a devoted

team of cultural change-makers. Classes and workshops will be led by

ecological experts, community organizers, permaculture designers, renewable

energy engineers, natural builders, authors, herbalists, farmers, fermenters,

community elders, and leading thinkers in climate justice and alternative

economics. Guest mentors include Charles Eisenstein of Climate: A New

Story, Rev. Lynice Pinkard of Creating Freedom Movements, and Della Z

Duncan of Upstream Podcast.



Daily Living
A couple tenets of permaculture that inspire our schedule most are: "Use & Value

Diversity," and "Creatively Use and Respond to Change". All group members,

including leaders, work together to craft a flow that best responds to the needs of

the group as a whole. Even some scheduled programming is not fully determined

until it is in practice: for instance, the Collaborative Activism Project is the

creative emergence of the cohort. We believe that the unplanned and unexpected

can provide opportunity for deep learning.

On this typical day, you wake up to the sounds of the
forest, birdsong, and squirrels rustling in the leaves.
Your yome home in the forest surrounds you with
white canvas walls, and you can hear the soft breaths
of your yome-mate still wandering in their dreams.
The first thing you do is engage in a personally-
crafted morning practice right there in the forest,
which might include meditation, exercise, writing,
reading, or simply listening to the sounds around
you. The morning chores—caring for farm animals,
preparing breakfast for the group—are shared
responsibilities that are rotated through the group, so
on this particular morning you sizzle some farm eggs
on a pan, toast Sunday’s sourdough, and slice
crunchy red peppers for the group. Savor breakfast
with your peers before the day’s learning begins.

Several hours a week are dedicated to working in
garden in the morning; and this day is one of them.
Today, you harvest tomatoes and work alongside a
garden co-op member rebuilding the beds in one of
the greenhouses. After lunch and a rest, gather again
for a workshop, class, or discussion group: today the
group is gathered in the gazebo at the pond’s edge to
learn about Nonviolent Communication alongside
 visiting group of local youth leaders from El Centro
Hispano (the Hispanic Center of Chapel Hill). After
some free time and dinner, evening program might
include a regular class, group process, a guest speaker
—such as today’s guest speaker on renewable energy
—or no programming at all. You retreat to your cozy
yome, where you fall asleep to the soft hoots of barred
owl against the whisper of the wind.

That said, we would like to paint a picture for you...:



Sample Classes

Permaculture Foundations Certificate Course

The Permaculture Foundations course will help provide a general understanding of the ethics and

principles of permaculture. Working through the principles one by one, we will learn about natural

building, compost, biochar, Zero Waste living, base mapping, and more. Since both the theoretical

approach and practical application will be covered, students of this course will be equipped with essential

tools to apply permaculture to their everyday lives.

INploration

INploration invites participants into a space where shifts can happen. In this program, we explore such

questions as: How do we hear the mysterious call of what is wanting to emerge in our lives? and

What does it mean to live in service to one’s deepest calling and walk our authentic path in the

world? Drawing on meditative traditions, depth psychology, understandings of soul-centric human

development, and somatic awareness, this class supports us in working with inner material in a

transformative space while deepening our contact with the core of who we are.

Transformative Leadership

What makes relating with other people really hard sometimes? Learn tools for communicating more

effectively and become more emotionally literate. Gain a better understanding of triggers and effective

self-care. Discover things you have never known about yourself or your body. Try on new behaviors and

different versions of yourself. Somatic self-awareness can enable us to engage with the world with more

impact, engagement, and mastery.

Spiritual Ecology

Readings from thought-leaders around the world and discussions of their ideas are complemented by group

discussion and simple practices for reconnecting with our living world. How do we see the world as a

living whole, and what happens when we center our consciousness on that understanding? This class

culminates with a ritual that cultivates empathy outside of the human form and strengthens our

commitment to defend Earth's living body expressed as Nature.

Regular Classes:



Weekend Workshops:
Right Livelihood & The New Economy

It can be difficult to make ends meet, let alone find a job that enlivens us to meaningfully contribute to the

ecological, political, and social challenges of our time. Reframing work as part of our ‘right livelihood’

invites us to see work as a spiritual path and a vehicle for economic systems change. Pairing these with

alternative livelihood theories, tools, and business models empowers us to actualize them and contribute

more substantially to the more equitable, sustainable, and just world we want right now.

Wild Mind Intensive with Animas Valley Institute

Based on Bill Plotkin’s book, Wild Mind: A Field Guide to the Human Psyche, this 5-day intensive is

an experiential exploration of our human psyches as unique expressions of the universal forces and

patterns of nature. We’ll explore the landscape of the psyche through a variety of practices, including

creative expression, self-designed ceremony, solo exercises while wandering on the land, group work,

movement, voice dialogue, journaling, and deep imagery work. [Text from Animas.org]

Homesteading Skills

Half-day workshops on mushroom foraging, fermentation, bee-keeping, natural medicine making, soap-

making, natural building, and other sustainability topics per the interest of the group.

Core Practices:
Council & Elders Circle 

Weekly, we gather in circle for a heart-sharing practice called Council, which follows a particular format and

circle of confidentiality to enter some of the deeper topics of heart and soul. At times a circle of Elders is

incorporated into the Council. The Elders include retired professors, psychotherapists, and activists from the

local community who are excited to connect with this generation!

Morning Mindfulness Practice & Yoga Classes

You will be guided in creating a daily Morning Mindfulness Practice to be conducted immediately upon

waking, to ground yourself in what’s deep and real before beginning your days. Your practice could include

taking a walk around the pond, visiting a designated “sit spot” in nature, writing, meditating, practicing

yoga, or something else. Optional yoga classes are offered at The Eco-Institute twice per week for anyone who

chooses to participate alongside other community members.

Getting Our Hands in the Dirt!

We will be digging around plenty in The Eco-Institute's learning garden, so plan to get some dirt under your

fingernails!

http://animas.org/
http://animas.org/


Words from Past Participants:
Magical. -Lucy Ann F., Summer ‘18
 
There is tremendous change happening here,
connecting people deeply to themselves and to nature,
truly healing the Human-Earth relationship, and I
wish for EVERYONE I know to experience that.
-Andres L., Fall ‘16
 
The community members at the Eco-Institute are a
wealth of knowledge, wisdom, and guidance who have
been phenomenal teachers and role models for me.
Their genuine love and mindfulness for everyone and
the earth has given me the positive example of how to
carry myself with poise and integrity.
-Abigail B., Fall ‘15
 
This space allows for rehabilitation of the soul,
renewed connection with one’s self, nature and the
universe. There is nothing that I could recommend that
would be better for any person then this program.
-Will G., Spring ‘16
 
I have transformed much through my experience here,
growing more and more into authentic self-expression
within the community. I feel more at peace within
myself, my inner journey more clear, my outer travels
fulfilling and exciting. My way of being is different
from when I started. I am at ease with myself, aware of
my vibrations, and more in tune with others. I sense
my courage growing, and I feel more love for life.
-Flora K., Spring ‘16
 

If you readily reject, or perhaps wish to readily reject the
values of the dominant culture, but have no idea how to
do so, this program is for you. If you are in search for the
path to true wholeness and happiness, but no paths
presented to you seem to be in that direction, this program
is for you. Most importantly, if you feel like there is
something deeply wrong with the way the world is run
but don’t know how deeply wrong it is, or how to do
anything about it, this program is for you.
-Jimi E., Spring ‘16
 
I have learned that the meaning of life is not what you
own or how much money you make, but rather the
connections you share with others and the planet. I have
learned that every day can either be amazing or dull
depending on how you react to the events that take place. I
learned that if you are ever in need, people are always
willing to help. I have learned that if you have to embrace
your biggest flaws before you can appreciate your biggest
strengths. I have learned that love is the most powerful
force in this world. -Derrick P., Spring ‘16
 
If you want to come of age, grow into full adulthood, and
someday true Elderhood, this is a good place to start.
-Brenna C., Spring ‘16
 
It was incredible to have a space where we could dive into
and begin to answer the questions of who we are and who
we are becoming...I felt some real clarity about life and
career for the first time in years. -Sen, Summer ‘18
 
 



Get in Touch

The Rising Earth Immersion is a beloved program of The Eco-Institute at

Pickards Mountain, a Learning Community and Earth Sanctuary

established in 2005.

8519 Pickards Meadow Road

Chapel Hill NC 27516

USA

Visit Our Website:

eco-institute.org/rising-earth

Follow Us on Social Media:

@rising.earth.immersion


